
 

Water Conservation – ONSITE project 

Adapted from Project WET Arizona’s Just Passing Through found in the Project WET Curriculum Guide 

Objective:  To show how rainfall flows at a different rate on different types of landscape as well 

as materials that can be eroded during the flow.  

Materials needed:  

 Two trays of soil and water to show kids how water moves through the soil with & 

without vegetation.  

 Colored Yarn (Blue, Green, Brown) “Necklaces” to place over kids neck to distinguish 

“Vegetation”, “Rocks” & “Raindrops”.  

 Make a stream and slope area where kids will start activity (Create a slope with dirt 

around farm)   

 Bring in material so teachers can act as clouds or have thunderstorm sounds… 

 Time watch & white board to show different times 

Before Project: 

 The Sediment Showcase: (4 minutes)  

1. Demonstrate how soil and landscape act as a filter.  

2. Pour water containing shredded pieces of paper (representing sediment) into a 

pot of soil and note the water that drains from the bottom does not contain any 

of the sediment.    

3. Pour water over vegetated slope to show water flow rate 

4. Pour water over barren slope  to show water flow rate 

Onsite Project: 

 Have kids break into groups depending on which slope we are presenting first; 

“Raindrops”, “Rocks” and “Vegetation”.  

 Have kids on  slope and break into their roles:  

1. Raindrops on top of slope  

2. Small Rocks or Vegetation throughout mid to downward portion 

of slope.  



 The Vegetated Slope: (3-4 minutes) 

1. Have the Thunderstorm begin and have “raindrops” move into the vegetated 

slope by walking swiftly.  

2. While raindrops are moving have vegetation keep one foot in place, but move 

their arms and tag the raindrops.  

3. Once a raindrop has been tagged the raindrop must circle the vegetation 5 times 

and remain in place.  (Not all raindrops will be tagged) 

4. Other raindrops will reach the stream & rapids. Once a rapid is reached kids can 

spin in a circle. 

5. Keep stop watch time  

 The Barren Slope: (2-3 minutes) 

6. Next we will have new raindrops and rocks and continue the rainstorm to show 

how water flows down the barren slope.  

7. Kids representing rocks should sit or lie down & curl themselves into balls.  

8. When the raindrops move down this slope they should jump over or walk around 

the rocks until they hit the stream.  

9. Time the length of this rain movement and compare the results. 

 

 

 The Sediment Chase: (4 minutes)  

1. Have students set up as on a vegetated slope and have raindrops walk swiftly 

through slope and pick up sediment (twigs, leaves, trash). Remind students to 

keep moving as they pick up sediment.  

2. If raindrop is tagged by vegetation they must drop all items collected and circle 

vegetation five times.  

3. Raindrops that make it through the site reach the stream and count how much 

sediment they are holding.   

 Closing Scope: (6 minutes)  

1. Show students how rainwater moves through different landscapes 

2. Remind students that erosion is a natural process and necessary for adding 

minerals to streams and creating landscapes.  

 


